July 22, 2020
Joseph J. Simons
Chairman
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20580
Dear Chairman Simons:
We write to urge the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to take immediate action to protect
workers from suffering undue harm from the imposition and enforcement of non-compete
agreements during the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. The FTC opened
discussion earlier this year of a rule restricting these agreements, and should move quickly to
protect workers and foster competition by finalizing this rule.
Non-compete agreements are restrictive contracts that impose limitations on workers’ ability to
find employment in certain industries and geographic areas. Such agreements limit competition
in the labor market and reduce the ability of workers to seek quality employment. According to
one estimate, at least 36 million private-sector workers in the United States, and up to 60 million,
are bound by non-compete agreements.1 A recent study also suggests that approximately one out
of every five employees are subject to non-competes.2 Non-compete agreements impact workers
in all fields, including engineers,3 physicians,4 and low-income workers.5
Non-competes are rarely the result of meaningful negotiation between employer and employee.
According to one study, 70 percent of employees subject to non-competes were asked to sign an
agreement after receiving their offer.6 For example, our offices received information about a
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constituent working in the biopharmaceutical industry who, after accepting a job offer, was
presented with a non-compete agreement. The constituent objected to the agreement, explaining
that it was unenforceable under Massachusetts law, but was told no change would be made.7
Because the constituent had already accepted the new job and left a previous position, they felt
compelled to sign the agreement.8
Employers have other tools to force workers to sign non-compete agreements, particularly as the
nation suffers from the highest unemployment rates since the Great Depression.9 For example, in
March 2018, Courtney Van Cott, a real estate agent in Arizona, was forced to sign a noncompete after being told “that if [she] didn’t sign the agreement that [she] would be terminated
and [she] wouldn’t be getting paid on…pending transactions.”10 Indeed, springing non-competes
on existing employees is a common, coercive tactic: according to one study, nearly half of the
workers subject to non-competes were asked on their first day of work or after to sign the
agreement.11
Non-compete agreements have severe negative impacts on workers. These restrictive agreements
significantly reduce job mobility, especially for those in certain technical fields, including
engineers.12 Non-competes also make it harder to start, grow, and recruit for start-ups, lowering
entrepreneurship rates by imposing restrictions on potential entrepreneurs and employees. 13
Indeed, evidence suggests that the pervasive use of non-competes in the labor market can harm
even employees who are not subject to these agreements.14
Further, when employees know that they cannot find similar employment in the same geographic
region if they leave their job, it gives the employer undue power in the employer-employee
relationship, allowing them to lower wages, decrease benefits, or subject workers to inhospitable
environments without fear of their employees leaving for a competitor. Our offices also received
report of a caregiver working for a national franchise, who was told that she could not work for
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any other agency for a year after leaving.15 Leseney said that after this, she and her coworkers
were “too terrified” to leave.16
The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated the problems created by non-compete agreements.
For example, such restrictive provisions are particularly common among emergency medicine
physicians. As the American Academy of Emergency Medicine (AAEM) notes, corporate
medical groups and some hospital administrators “control emergency physicians through
exploitative contractual provisions.”17 The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, for example,
has been the subject of numerous complaints from doctors who have been subject to noncompetes, as well as patients who have had care interrupted due to thoughtless enforcement of
such agreements.18
Physician and other health worker non-competes during a global pandemic pose a risk to public
health. The American Medical Association (AMA) has noted that “covenants-not-to-compete
restrict competition, can disrupt continuity of care, and may limit access to care.”19 And the
AMA notes that non-competes “can undermine physicians’ specific ethical commitment to
public health to provide urgent medical care.”
The specter of a disrupted career due to non-compete agreements also poses risks to hospital
health and safety during COVID-19. Reports have emerged of doctors being fired20 or threatened
with termination21 for speaking out about a lack of personal protective equipment (PPE) or poor
health and safety conditions at hospitals. If doctors are subject to non-compete agreements, the
threat of having to uproot their lives and their families’ lives creates a dangerous incentive to
avoid speaking up about serious health issues.
And despite the ongoing crisis, other companies continue to enforce non-compete agreements.
For example, on May 18, 2020, Amazon filed a lawsuit against Brian Hall, a former employee
who had obtained a job with Google after being passed over for a promotion at his former
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company.22 Because of the nature of his job, the suit would effectively prevent Hall from taking
his new position until October 2021, potentially leaving him jobless in the midst of COVID-19.23
Many states have acknowledged that non-compete agreements are harmful. Some, for example,
have limited such agreements to particular fields, to employees only at businesses that fall above
certain revenue thresholds, or to certain geographical ranges.24 Unfortunately, such laws are
inconsistent and often ineffective. Massachusetts imposes restrictions on non-compete
agreements, but that did not stop a biopharmaceutical company from forcing new employees to
sign such agreements.25 And although non-competes are unenforceable in California, for
example, they are “common…in” the state and employers still “use them to pressure employees
into not going to work for competitors.”26
The FTC has also acknowledged the insidious nature of non-compete agreements in the labor
market. On January 9, 2020, the agency held a workshop “to examine whether there is a
sufficient legal basis and empirical economic support to” justify a Commission Rule to “restrict
the use of non-compete clauses in employer-employee” contracts.27 In late January, the FTC
solicited public comments on the same question, setting a deadline of March 11, 2020.28 In early
March, nineteen state attorneys general submitted “extensive comments” describing how noncompete clauses suppress wages, decrease benefits, and reduce innovation and labor market
mobility.29
Unfortunately, since the passage of that March 11 deadline more than four months ago, the FTC
has taken no public action on a rule to limit non-compete agreements. This is especially
concerning as the country faces an unprecedented labor crisis in the midst of a global pandemic.
Over 51 million workers have filed for unemployment since the FTC deadline for public
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comment has passed.30 In this historically weak labor market, non-compete agreements become
even more poisonous, leaving millions of workers who have lost jobs due to the pandemic unable
to seek employment elsewhere, and potentially unable to start their own company after the crisis
subsides. Fortunately, having held a workshop and completed a period for public comment, the
FTC is well-positioned to issue a Commission Rule to reduce these obstacles facing millions of
struggling Americans.
We appreciate that the FTC has acknowledged this heightened risk in a joint statement with the
Department of Justice (DOJ), warning employers who “engage in collusion or other
anticompetitive conduct in labor markets,” including “anticompetitive non-compete agreements,”
and threatening “to hold accountable those who” engage in such conduct, citing the agencies’
past challenges to non-compete agreements.31 We have seen no public evidence, however, of
additional actions, including either a Commission Rule or enforcement efforts.
And, despite this strongly worded statement, non-compete agreements continue to pose a grave
threat to the welfare of millions of workers, including essential workers risking their lives.
The threat of non-compete agreements both during and after the economic crisis precipitated by
the COVID-19 pandemic has put millions of workers in an untenable position. We urge the FTC
to immediately move forward with its Commission Rule to restrict non-compete agreements, and
we ask that the agency pursue emergency action to limit the enforcement of non-compete
agreements during and after the COVID-19 public health emergency. We also urge the agency to
take immediate action to investigate any reports of non-compete enforcement, including cases
referenced in this letter, and take enforcement action where appropriate.
To ensure the agency is fulfilling its statutory mandate, we ask that you answer the following
questions by Tuesday, August 4, 2020.
1. What actions has the FTC taken since March 11, 2020 to pursue a potential Commission
Rule restricting the use and enforcement of non-compete agreements in contracts
between employers and employees?
2. Has the FTC considered any rulemaking pertaining to the use or enforcement of noncompete agreements during and after the COVID-19 public health emergency?
3. Has the FTC brought any enforcement actions against employers for using or enforcing
non-compete agreements since issuing a joint statement with the DOJ in April 2020
regarding the use of these and other agreements that suppress competition in the labor
market?
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4. Has the FTC considered issuing a rule that would allow a defense of undue hardship
during and after the COVID-19 public health emergency in response to employer
lawsuits for a violation of non-compete agreements?32
Sincerely,

___________________________
Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

___________________________
Christopher S. Murphy
United States Senator
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